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BE INVINCIBLE IN LIFE

Veer Sadhana     6-Jan-2022

The current  is full of enmity, era
hatred, jealousy and most of the people around 
us are involved in all sorts of negative activities. 
Even if a person wants to live a simple and 
stress-free life, someone will definitely create 
troubles for him. It is very common to hear 
about killings, loots, abductions, extortion, 
threatening etc. these days and thus people 
remain afraid most of the time. We remain 
fearful to go outside our homes at night, we 
remain doubtful about our future and thus live a 

life full of uncertainties. The question that arises 
here is, is there a way by which we can become 
fearless in life, is there a way by which we don't 
have to bother for our  is there a way livelihood,
by which can stand apart in the crowd? The 
answer is yes to all the above questions and is the 
grace of  Veer Vaitaal is a divine Veer Vaitaal.
being who is among the greatest warriors of 
Lord Shiva.

Vaitaal Sadhana is primarily a 
Tantrokt Sadhana, however, it can be 
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performed by anyone. Veer is a divine power 
who remains invisible and follows all the 
commands of the  and continuously Sadhak
safeguards him. Such  doesn't have to a Sadhak
fear anything in life. An accomplished Sadhak of 
Veer Vaitaal can accomplish tasks which 
appears to be  Veer can transport the miraculous.
Sadhak thousands kilometers away in a fraction 
of a second. Such a Sadhak can be gain insight 
into the things that are going to happen in future 
& food and money doesn't bother him. It is also a 
fact that every great SadGuru provides partial 
success in this  to all His disciples so Sadhana
that they don't have to worry about their 
livelihood but can rather focus on performing 
great  in life.Sadhanas

It is necessary to get initiated with 
Vaitaal Diksha prior to performing this 
Sadhana because a person can't generate the 
required power and courage required to 
perform this Sadhana. Even though, most of 
the times Vaitaal appears in mild form before 
the Sadhak, His real form is extremely 
fearsome and everyone can't withstand His 
divine presence. 

Sadhana Procedure:

One needs SiddhiPradayak Vaitaal 
Yantra, SiddhiDayak Vaitaal Rosary and 
picture of Lord Shiva or Goddess MahaKali. 
Sadhak also needs four ladoos made from gram 
flour for the Sadhana. Apart from these, Sadhak 
doesn't need any other article like vermillion, 
flowers etc. to perform the Sadhana. This 
Sadhana is performed during night and the 
Sadhak should not get frightened while 
performing the  Sadhana.

Take a bath after  and get into 10:00 PM
fresh black robes without touching anything. Sit 
on a black mat facing north at your worship 
place. Take  and  too a wooden plank cover it
with a black cloth. Place   a picture of Gurudev
and chant one round of  and seek Guru Mantra
His divine blessings for success in the Sadhana. 
Next place a picture of  or Goddess MahaKali
Lord Shiva adjacent to Gurudev's picture.

Now take a steel plate and place Yantra in it. 
Now join your both palms and meditate thus - 

Dhroom-Varna Mahaa-Kaalam Jataa-
Bhaaraanvitam Yajet

Tri-Netram Shiva-Rupam Cha Shakti-
Yuktam Niraamayam.

Digambaram Ghor-Rupam 
NeelaanChhana-Chaya-Prabham,

Nirgunam Cha Gunaadhaaram Kaali-
Sthaanam Punah Punah.

Now chant  of the below 21 rounds
mantra. The mantra might sound small however 
it is highly praised in  and is Munda Mala Tantra
a very effective mantra to appease Veer Vaitaal.

Mantra

|| Om Vaitaal Yachchha Yachchha Ksham 
Ksheem Kshoom Kshaim Kshah Swaha ||
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 Veer Vaitaal will appear with joined 
palms before the  after the mantra Sadhak

chanting. Offer him the  and put the four ladoos

rosary around his neck. Veer Vaitaal will then 
promise to appear in an invisible form before the 
Sadhak whenever the Sadhak will chant the 
above mantra  and will fulfil the wish of 11 times
the Sadhak. Saying so, Veer Vaitaal will 
disappear. Sadhak should get up early in the 

morning the next day and offer all the Sadhana 

articles along with offered ladoos in a temple, 

river or pond. Keep the picture of  or Lord Shiva
Goddess MahaKali at your worship place.

 This completes the Sadhana procedure. 
Thereafter, whenever the Sadhak chants the 
above mantra  Veer Vaitaal will appear 11 times,
before the Sadhak but remains invisible to 
others. Veer Vaitaal will then execute the order 
given by Sadhak immediately. This Sadhana is a 
blessing from SadGurudev to all His loving 
disciples at the beginning of the year.    

Sadhana Articles L 770/-

                             Veer Vaitaal Diksha L 1800/- 


